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r z' • ■ ; ■ ' Chapter 1. . ' ' . .::;V vy
, Introduction . '

The Hyquist criterion is a commonly used tool in the analysis of 
feedback control systems * ■ " ’ 1 l ' ■ / ■ ■

Because.of the complexity of the calculations necessary in etalu" 
ating the Hyquist plot numerically from,its transfer function^ it is 
desirable to have a device which can plot the Hyquist diagram directly 
from quantities measurable;ina simulation of the control system. The 

calculation of the Hyquist plot .for an.existing feedback epntroi system 
requires complex measurements which are also very time-consuming* Hencey 

it is also desirable to have a device which can plot the Hyquist diagram 
directly from quantities measurable in an actual control system* j

The purpose of this thesis is to examine existing: methods for , 
obtaining direct plots and to present a method which uses analog computer 
elements and supplementary pulse circuitry to obtain direct Hyquist plots 
for both actual servomechanisms and simulations of servomechanisms e

^See~Appendix*



Y-'v - ! ; : Chapter 2: \'/y' - : : y /  v. ' ■-
.. ' ..: :V ■ ;;;Sitody of Exisfcittg.ilyqtiist Flotfcers'' ; '
■ 2-«i* Reference Amplifleg Method ' ' R'.';:v / . ■  ;; '
. . ' •; '9■' ' ' • ■ . ' : ; ' R ■ • ' ■ .• . . : One method for obtaining Hyquist plots directly involves; a unit; ■;
■which, is completely self-contained$ An .internal oscillator with a vari-' 
able freguency control is required* Shis voltage is applied to the open- . 
loop control system in order to operate the system under sinusoidal ■gtesds,» 
state conditions6

The output voltage of the servo under test is then applied to a 
variable-gain amplifier# The gain of the reference amplifier is auto-, 
matically adjusted to give an amplifier output voltage which is equal in 

magnitude to a reference voltage generated infernally in the plotter unit* 
At the same time, the gain-adjust mechanism positions a plotting pen at a 

radial distance from the 'center of a plotting board. The radial position 
of the pen thus corresponds to the magnitude of the transfer function for- 

the system under test.® ; ; : ■ • ‘
The output of the infernal oscillator is applied also to a phase* 

shifter* The phase of the output: voltage from the phase-shifter is auto
matically adjusted to agree with the phase of the output voltage for the 
system under test* At the. same, timej, .the phase-adjust mechanism rotates 

the plotting board in proportion to the amount of phase adjustment* The 
angular .position of .-the plotting, ''board - Corresponds' to' the phcse angle of

■ the ■; transfer function of-- the system under test at the particular • frequency•• 
chosen* A block'diagram of, the plotter is shorn in .Figure.’2^1*. . ;

, ' 2*. Anonymous 5 “Hyquist Diagram- Plotfer'Electrical Review, vol* : '■
; 150, p$; 1058 , (May 16̂ -.1952)'*;.h . ; .h -;I ;  ̂ ; v : -

2-
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Figure 2,1, Reference Amplifier Method

The principle disadvantages of the method are the complexity and - 
specialized nature of the equipment required, plus the fact that the ex
pense is considerable. With proper design of the equipment, excellent 
results are obtainable,
2,2, An Analog Computer Method

3A method for obtaining the Nyquist plot using analog computer

3, Johnson, R. S., "Plotting Nyquist Diagrams with an Analog Com
puter", ICS Journal, p. 1147+, (July, 1960).



voltage multipliers has been proposed. The method could be applied to 
open loop servo simulators^ or to open loop servos if suitable voltage 
sources are available. The external source of sinusoidal voltage is re
quired to have two phases, Esin(Jt and EcosCJt. This can also be accom
plished with a single phase source and a 90° phase shifter. A block 
diagram of the method is shown in Figure 2.2, where the 90° phase shift 
is included in the signal source.

E Sih <ut

MULTI PLIER

FILTER
FILTER

x-y
PLOTTER

SOURCE

SIGNAL OPEN LOOP 
SYSTEM

Figure 2.2. An Analog Computer Method
The method is based upon the fact that a transfer function, F(jW), 

can be expressed as: F(j<V) = |f| / - c) = |f] • (cos 4 ~ j sin 4 )•
This function may be represented graphically in the complex plane by 

plotting - jFj'Sin 4 on the vertical axis versus jp|*cos 4 on the hori-



zontal axis.
Referring to Figure 2.2, the output of multiplier A is EcosWt* 

(Asia (w t - = EA costOt»(sincj t • cos - cos ait • sin <̂ ), which re

duces to -EAsin + EAsin (2<Jt - <|), Similarly, the output of multiplier 
2 2

B is EAcos + EAcos (2<Jt - <̂ ). Thus the D-C part of the output of mul- 
2 2

tiplier A is proportional to the y-axis component of F (j<U ), and the D-C 
part of the output of multiplier B is proportional to the x-axis component 
of F (jCj). If the two quantities are applied to low-pass filters, only 
the D-C terms are preserved, if the filtering is perfect. The output 

voltages from the filters provide the necessary quantities for a Nyquist 
plot. They are applied to the input terminals of an x-y plotter, and a 
point on the Nyquist plot is obtained for each frequency.

At very low frequencies, the filtering is poor. This causes the x 
and y axis quantities to be time-varying to a certain extent. This fault 

introduces errors into the plot for very low frequencies. Another dis
advantage is the need for a two-phase source, or, alternatively, a one 
phase source and a 90° phase shifter. The phase shifter, if used, must 
shift the phase by 90° while leaving the magnitude unchanged. In addi
tion, the output voltage of the source must be kept at a constant magnitude 
for all frequency points of each plot.



Chapter 3 
The Analog Computer Sampling Method

3.1. Basic Concepts of the Method
The principles which are developed in this section will be explain

ed with reference to Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The control system is shown in 
Figure 3.1 using the general closed loop, non-unity feedback configuration. 

The system for which the plot is desired may be either an actual servo
mechanism or an analog simulation. Because the system is operated in the 
closed loop, a Nyquist plot can be obtained even if the open loop transfer 
function is that of an unstable system. The only requirement is that the 
system be stable when the loop is closed.

«(t) €(t)
GCs)

e«)
H(s)

Figure 3.1. Block Diagram of Feedback Control System 
The quantity of interest is the transfer function G(j<U) H(jcJ), 

which will be referred to simply as F(j W ) . The input, oC. (t), is a sine 

wave and the error, €  (t), and the feedback, Q (t), will also be sinusoids. 

If it is assumed that € (t) = sin W  t and that 8 (t) = sin(W t - <̂ ), 

the quantity to be plotted is F(jhJ)= _ ^ L (co3 4 . jsln Thus>

6



the Nyquist plot is found by plotting • sin ^ versus • cos 4 for -
Z€ A6

3the frequencies of interest.
If a method could be developed for sampling these two voltages,

£ (t) and Q (t), at the proper times, it would then be possible to com
pute the quantities above♦ The following discussion will apply to the wave
forms shown in Figure 3.2. The voltage e'(t) denotes a voltage € (t),

P
where 1 indicates integration with respect to time. Hence, c'(t) =-jEcos W t . 

p UJ

'€---

cu
€(t)

e —
e(t) o

Figure 3.2. Waveforms in the Control System

3. Goldberg, E.A., "An Analog Computer Nyquist Plotter", IRE 
Transactions on Circuit Theory, Volume CT-7, Special Supplement, August, 
1960.



Referring to Figure 3.2., it is seen that if 9 (t) is sampled at time 

t = t^, when € (t) passes through zero in the negative direction, the re
sult is 0(t ) = A sin (CJ t - 6). Also,Cjt = 90° and therefore 6(t ) = m 6 m T 7 m m
AgSin(- 90° - <̂) = -AgCOS <̂.

Similarly, 9 (tQ) - A^sin(<UtQ - = A^sin (180° - = A^sin 4,

€  (t^) = ^sin(Wt^) = A^ sin (-90°) = -A^ 

and Q (t^) = A^sin(<Ut^) = AQ sin (90°) = A^

Combining these results in the proper manner gives the necessary quantities 
for a Nyquist plot. In addition, it is possible to compute the magnitude 
of the transfer function for a plot of magnitude versus frequency, A simple 
method for obtaining the magnitude plot is given in the Appendix.

= ^9COS ^ (x-axis quantity)
G ( V  a€

= A0Si,n ^ (y-axis quantity)
^ ( V  A€

^^1^ = = |F(j<U) | (transfer function magnitude)
£ ( V  Ae

3.2. Adaptation of the Method to an Analog Computer
The circuit diagram of a sample-hoId unit is shown in Figure 3.3.

It is shown in the Appendix that, with the switch closed, the transfer

function of the circuit is X -1 . if R, = R .o 7 1 o
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' o -VtMV

■o X.

Figure 3.3. Sample-Hold Circuit 
When the switch is closed, the output voltage rises exponentially toward 
the negative of the value of the input voltage. The time-constant of 
this rise is R^C. When the switch is again opened, the output voltage 
holds at the value which it has when the switch opens. If RqC is small 
enough compared to the closed time of the switch, then the output will 
have reached the negative of the value of the input during the closed time. 
Now the output is independent of the input and is held at the sampled in
put value. A more complete analysis of the sample-hoId circuit is given 
in the Appendix. The voltage of the sample-hold unit can be held for 
only a finite time since the capacitor will have some leakage and will 
tend to discharge.

In the Nyquist plotter, it is desired to sample an input sinusoidal 
voltage at a given phase value. The switch can then be operated at this 
same point in every cycle and the sampled and held voltage will be reset 
correctly every cycle. Also, the time at which it is desired to sample 

the input occurs when some voltage of the same frequency is passing through 
zero with a negative slope. This was illustrated in the previous section.
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If the switch can be operated whenever a certain "trigger" voltage goes _ 
through zero with negative slope, then one has the basic elements of a 
Nyquist plotter. Of course, the switch must be closed for a finite length 
of time in order that the capacitor may charge. Hence, there is an error 
due to phase lag, but, if the sampling interval is small compared to the 
period of the sampled input, the error will be tolerable. The diagram of 
a typical sample-hold unit is shown in Figure 3.4. The trigger circuit 
is a device which closes the switch for a short sampling interval immedi
ately after the trigger input passes through zero with negative slope.
Such circuits can combined with an analog multiplier and other analog 
computer elements to obtain the Nyquist plot quantities as given by the 
formulas of Section 3.1. A block diagram of a plotter using such elements 
is shown in Figure 3.5. It will be noticed here that it is possible to 
operate the switches on samplers No, 1 and No. 2 through the same trigger 
circuit since the samplers are required to sample at the same point in time.

R oAAAAA

X | o ^/w~R.

TriSjClr
O

Input

Figure 3.4. Sample-HoId Unit with Trigger Circuit
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Figure 3.5. Block Diagram of Proposed Nyquist Plotter



3.3. Development of the Trigger Circuit
The method has been given in general terms for implementing the 

Nyquist plotter. It was assumed that a trigger circuit was available for 
operating the switch in response to some trigger voltage. The next step 
is the investigation of the requirements in detail. Then it will be pos
sible to propose a particular configuration of components for meeting these 
requirements.

and the output will be the closing and opening of a switch. Since the kind 
of switch will determine what is needed in the trigger circuit, it will 
be logical to begin by examining the switch. The six-diode bridge cir-

4. Brubaker, T.A., "An Accurate High Frequency Analog Memory Cir
cuit", Analog Computer Laboratory Memo No. 22, University of Arizona.

The input to this trigger circuit will be a sinusoidal voltage.

4cuit shown in Figure 3.6. is suitable for the switch. The operation of

+  E +
G  o

-  E

Figure 3.6. Six-diode Bridge Used As A Switch



the, gwittoh is fairly easy to describe* First, assume that the voltage G 
" is positive ani its negative^ G1̂ is, negative« Diodes 'and Dg will be 
,back-biased. and therefore ■are in the Off eqnditioh* ' If (E J■is considerably 
larger than-'the input signal, the diodes Dg, and will all -be €®f#
•The input will then he transmitted to the output, or in other ‘words the , 
switch is closed* Now, assume that G is negative and G1.is positive* - 
Diodes and Dg will then he OM and points A and B in the circuit will he 
negative and positive, respectively* This causes diodes Bg, and
Bg to he OFF# Hence, the switch is open# During this discussion it has 
been assumed"that |e| > input signal, and jcj = |G*J' > input signal* The 

. switch is opened and closed in accordance with the variation of the gate 
voltages when those voltages are made to satisfy the inequalities,given 

above* . '' , :."i ■<'.' ' ~ v-' , ’ , ':' .■ ■■'> ::
’ The. gate voltages can he generated by a monostable multivibratbr 

with cathode follower output stages; The multivibrator is: triggered, -by a
■ sharp negative ■ pulse of voltage .at some desired time* The output of' the
'• circuit is a positive and h negative' pulse, which dan be, made, approximately 
.complementary* The duration of these pulses is :a. function .of circuit; ■: ■ ■ -
constants, and can be ..adjusted over' a fairly wide range*. The sampling in**
■ terval is adjusted in this manner* v ' V ,

. - In order for the sampling to occur at the proper time, the negative 
input pulse to the multivibrator . must occur when the; trigger input voltage' .' 
goes through zero 'with negative-, slope* A ..squaring circuit is one, which ' 
gives as output a square wave in synchronism with the,input * If a sinu« 
soidal voltage is applied to the input of a .squaring circuit, the output 

' is a square’ wave of the same frequency and phase relations*: The amplitude
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of the square wave will be a constant, which is independent of the magnitude 
of the trigger input. This square wave voltage is then applied to an R-C 
lead circuit to provide the sharp spikes necessary for triggering the multi
vibrator. The multivibrator will trigger only for the negative-going in
put spikes.

To
Switchcathode

Follower

Figure 3.7. Trigger Circuit
3.4. Error Analysis__

The sample-hold circuits can be adjusted to give essentially zero 
error when holding the value of an applied constant voltage. In other 
words, the D-C gain can be made equal to unity. Then the only error which 
results from sampling a time-varying voltage is an error in phase. This 
error is due to the finite sampling interval and to the presence of phase 
shift in the trigger circuit. Errors due to finite switching time are 
negligible in comparison with these sources of error. The error AF(j<U) 

can be written as AF(jCJ) = At̂ s = \  (-sin 4 - jcos 4)A4S> where is

the sampling phase error. AF(jO)) is perpendicular to F(jcJ). Hence, the 
phase error is given by A} = tan ~1 jg A 4 s. The magnitude error in

the Nyquist plot is |F(jW)| - |F(j(V) + AF(ju)) - |F(j cU) | . which
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a small quantity in comparison to the phase error.^ Thus, it may be

seen that the error in the Nyquist plot is essentially a phase error equal 
to the phase error in the samplers♦ This analysis neglects all errors 
introduced by the division circuit, the x-y plotter, and inaccurate setting 
of the frequency of the driving source.

that several other factors must be considered as contributions to the error. 
One of these factors is the leakage current through the switch in the open- 
switch condition. When diodes and are in the OFF state, there will 
still be a certain amount of current flowing in each diode, as shown in 
Figure 3.8. If these currents can be made approximately equal, the leakage

current, 1^, into the holding capacitor will be extremely small. If the 

currents are poorly matched, will be appreciable and the capacitor volt
age will change noticeably during the holding interval. This leakage current

In designing an actual circuit for the Nyquist plotter, it is found

z

Figure 3.8. Illustration of Leakage Current

• 5. Goldberg, E.A., "An Analog Computer Nyquist Plotter", IRE Trans
actions on Circuit Theory, Volume CT-7, Special Supplement, August, 1960.
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can be minimized by choosing diodes which are approximately equal in their 
leakage characteristics and by making the gate pulses as nearly complement
ary as possible.

At very low frequencies there is enough phase shift through the 
A-C coupling to the squaring circuit to introduce error into the plot. The 
input circuit appears as in Figure 3.9 for A-C voltages. The voltage which 

actually triggers the squaring circuit is e = e^ r c> w*lick leads
the voltage e^ by an angle (90°-tan ^tURC). In the circuit developed here, 
RC is equal to 17. At a frequency of .1 cycles per second, this gives a 
lead error of approximately 5.3 degrees. Other errors in the system, being 
lag errors, may tend to make the total error smaller than this.

To G r id  Of 

I n p u t  Tube

Figure 3.9. A-C Input Circuit for Squaring Circuit
3.5. Results and Discussion

The results of using the Nyquist plotter with analog simulations of 
transfer functions are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Both the calculated 
and experimental results are tabulated and plotted for each transfer function. 

An external source of sinusoidal voltage was used for driving the 
simulations. The frequency is controlled at this source by setting the 

oscillator control to the desired value. As the system reaches a steady state.



. both tUe X and: Y quant it ies approach a final’ ■value e A. point on- the Hyquist 
diagram may then; b e plot ted ̂ for .this. frequency*' The frequency setting is 
then changed^ and the procedure is repeated: for as many points:', as desired, - 
• . .At very low frequencies^ the saraple-hold circuits tend to allow

■ripple in the output voltages due to capacitor disdharge iix the holding in* 
terval». This condition makes it desirable to increase the: capacitance of , ■ 

:. the holding'■capacitors for low ‘frequenciesIf this is done; it will be 
'.necessary to increase the length of the sampling, interval in order to main* 
tain the .same’fate of convergence of the X and Y quantities* - '

The oscillator injects apparent errors' into the Nyqu.isf. plot due to; 
a' certain.amount of inaccuracy of the 'frequency adjustment* This error may ‘ 
be eliminated by calibrating; the frequency adjustment on the .oscillator to’- 

'■be used* ' i'::V ■ ' ; : : ' '
.... , The other major source of error, in the Myquist plotter; as used here; 

was the error introduced by the division loop* The error in such a divisipri 

■ loop (Figure 3* 10) cam probably: be limited, to • 2 or 3 percent with the multi** 

'pliers used* ■ _ . ’
In making the plots shown in this section; a sampling time, of *25 

milliseconds was used for frequencies above two cycles per second* Sample*- 
hold circuit capacitors of *01 microfarads were'used.for this frequency range*' 
for frequencies of 2 cycles per second or less; a sampling time of 4*0 milli
seconds was used with, sample-hold ■capacitors of * 1 microfarads e , ..
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3a6> Limitations. ' '• .  ̂ . 'v; . - - .
■ The method is essentially a satisfactory one^ althoagh spate limifca**' 

tions should be remembered* Since the trigger circuits are A-C coupled, 
there is"a limit on the lowest frequencies for which the plotter is useful* ; v. 
For the plotter used here, the low-frequency litait was' about one-tenth of s. ' ; 
cycle per second* ; . .' . ■ . : ; ...

If the: yoltage S (t) contains a D^C component^ the triggering volt- ' ^
age d’̂ t)^ since it is the output of an integrator^ x<rill contain' a constantly
increasing component* This;will, lead to errors in triggering and also to •
overloading of the: ■ integratorV ■ lt:' is. essential then to minimize the h-G ''. ;h
component of 6(1)* In addition^ it is necessary to monitor the gain of this

‘integrator so as to keep the amplitude of .g- (t) greater than about;ten volts*
The obtaining ofpdinfcs on the plot at very low frequencies may re

quire considerable timey depending upon the slae of sample-ho|.d capacitors 
and. length of sampling interval* 'These' parameters are,; however , subject to ■
adjustment in order to optimise performance#,. ., \ h'. ' ; ■ - ' '



Appendix
A.I. The Nyguist Criterion

A statement of the Nyquist Stability Criterion for a generalized
non-unity feedback system may be formulated for the system configuration 
shown in Figure A.I. The quantityG(s)H(s) is plotted in the complex plane 
for s = jCU with CJ increasing continuously from - oo to + oo . The Nyquist 
Criterion states that if R is the number of counterclockwise revolutions of 
G(jW )H(jW) about the -1+jO point and P is the number of poles of G(s)H(s) 
with positive real parts, then R must equal P for the system to be stable.** 

Figures A.2 and A.3 show examples of stable and unstable systems, 
respectively.

6. Chestnut, Harold, and Robert W. Mayer, Servomechanisms and 
Regulating System Design, Volume 1, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1951.

CCS)

Figure A.I. Feedback Control System

22
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Figure A.2. Nyquist Diagrams for Stable Systems
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Figure A.3. Nyquist Diagrams for Unstable Systems 
A.2. Sample-HoId Circuit Operation

A sample-hold circuit is shown in Figure A.4. The circuit is ana
lyzed by assuming that no current flows into the operational amplifier and
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that the input to the operational amplifier is at essentially zero potential 
with respect to ground when the switch is closed. With the switch closed, 
the node equations are

R,
X 1 + R C s
F - W = - * 0 —o o

X, o- AAA- X.

Ro
AAAr

Figure A.4. A Sample-Hold Circuit 
From this equation is obtained the transfer function,

15 > fo _________
V  R1 1 + RoCoS

If R = R,, then the transfer o iz

function is simply -  ̂-■ - ■—J 1 + R C s o o
When the switch is closed and the input voltage is a constant, the 

output rises exponentially toward the negative of the input. The time con
stant associated with this rise is R^C^. If the input voltage is time-varying, 
closing the switch causes the output to rise toward the value of the input at
that time. If the switch is then opened, the circuit appears as in Figure A.5.
Since no current can flow through the operation amplifier, the capacitor cannot 
discharge. If the amplifier input is grounded, the output voltage is held at 
the value which it had when the switch was opened. If the time constant is 
,small in comparison with the time the switch is held closed, the output will
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Ro

w v

Figure A.5. Switch Open Condition
be essentially the negative of the input voltage measured at the time of re
opening the switch. Since the capacitor will not be perfect, a certain amount 
of leakage current will flow through the capacitor tending to discharge it.
This places a limit upon the amount of time for which a voltage will be held 
with less than a specified amount of error. (This is however, a very long 
amount of time).
A.3. Adjustment and Operation of the Nyquist Plotter

The circuit diagram for the triggering circuit is shown in Figure A.6, 

and the switch circuit is shown in Figure A.7.
Before the Nyquist plotter can be successfully operated, these circuits

must be adjusted to meet certain requirements. One satisfactory method for 
adjusting the squaring circuit is to apply a sinusoidal voltage to the trigger 
input, while adjusting to give a symmetrical square wave output. This 
square wave appears at point A in the trigger circuit and should be displayed 
on an oscilloscope. When symmetry of the square wave has been attained, the 
magnitude of the input should be decreased. Further adjustment will then be 

necessary to give a symmetrical square wave at this point. Careful adjustment 
in this manner will cause the circuit to give a symmetrical square wave for



: '■ ' ■ ' ' ' ■■ : ^
■ginw,soidlal\.inputs of less than one**tenth, volt In amplitude* This in tura_

■ ' means that the phase error in triggering, is extremely small■for all normal

voltage i n p u t s * . V ' ? ' .
' ' ̂ , An adjustment of' -the switch circuit is/necessary.; also * < .This. ,,ad _

' ■ menfc can- be conveniently' made .when, the full sample-hold Circuit is- in "operation*:
The input to the: sample-hoti 'unit is grounded „ and a triggering'' Signal ' la' ■ ■ .
applied in order to operate the .switch*' The output Voltage may he displayed ;
on an . oscilloscope * or other voltage measur ing ins trument.* The variahle - ■
resistors, and are now adjusted to give zero output for the sample-

hold unit, . ' . \ ' ' ....
In the experimental plotter, only two trigger circuits; were used, ;

One of these operated two switch circuits, since two of the samplers in Fig
ure 7 are to sample different voltages at the same time* • .

The sampling interval is adjustable through the capacitors, C- and CL,./ 
and the toggle switch, S (Figure A $6)«. The sampling interval, is given approxi**;

. . 1 mately by the formula, T-25,000x0$ The capacitance, G, is'C^ when, 8 is open .
: , and is >5* Cg when the ■ switch' .is closed •Homally, the. Smaller, sampling ;■

time will' be used for higher frequencies to minimise the, error due to time 

' .lag* The sample-hold circuit may then require several sampling:periods to 
' reach a steady value* This, however, presents no problem at these frequencies ,h

• since several sampling periods occur per second $ In the lower frequency range, '/
a longer Sampling period is possible for the same amount-of lag error* This  ̂

longer sampling interval is desirable since the intervals are widely separated 
in time* It is possible to adjust the sampling time such that the .sample-hoId ' 
output rises to a final value during one sampling interval. It is desirable ; 

to use small holding capacitors at high frequencies to allow, rapid charging.
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while using larger capacitors at low frequencies to provide better holding
properties. In general, these capacitors will be changed whenever the switch,
S, is operated. For this discussion, lower frequencies means less than two
cycles per second, while higher frequencies are those from two to fifty cycles.

The inputs to the trigger circuits should not be allowed to become
less than about ten volts in order to insure that correct triggering will
occur. Since one of the trigger voltages is the output of an integrator,
this voltage will be inversely proportional to frequency in amplitude. As
the frequency is increased, the gain of the integrator should be adjusted to
maintain a sufficiently large signal for correct triggering.
A.4. Obtaining a Magnitude Plot

Computing the magnitude only of the transfer function for a particular
frequency is somewhat easier than obtaining a point on the Nyquist plot. The

quantity A^ _ is to be plotted as a function of frequency. It is
a€

necessary then to measure the amplitudes of the voltages 6(t) and G (t). A 
circuit is shown in Figure A.8 which will hold the maximum value of a time- 
varying voltage. The output voltage, xq, follows

-  E

— W

+ E
Figure A.8. Maximum-value-hoId circuit
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Figure A,6. Trigger Circuit Diagrezo
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= 1M 
.ax / - ) pulse

-300volts

Figure A.7o Six-diode Switch Circuit Diagram



x- if x, > x because D, will be ON. D0 will then be OFF and x* will be at 1 1 1 O 1 z o
some negative value causing to be ON. When x^ passes its peak and tends 
to decrease, the capacitor will hold xq at the maximum value of x^, causing 

to go OFF. This in turn allows to turn ON and then goes off. The 
output will then be held at the maximum value of x^ until x^ again exceeds 
this value/ Some leakage of course results in a gradual decrease in xq, 
but, if x^ is periodic, the voltage is reset once each cycle.

The magnitude plotter consists of two of these circuits and a divider 
circuit arranged as in Figure A.9.

To x-y
Plotter

e(t)

Mot-Hold 

Circuit

Figure A.9. A Magnitude Plotter
The output is applied to a plotter input and frequency is set manually 

on the abscissa of the plot.

An experimental plotter as shown in Figure A.10 was tested by plotting 
the magnitude plot shown in Figure A.11.

7. Maybach, R. L. "An Analog Simulation of a Peak-Holding Optimalizing 
Servo", Analog Computer Laboratory Memo No. 19, University of Arizona.
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e(t)

10 M f IN302A 
AAMA---

100

Divider100 K
IN302A

» 4-300

10 M ¥  IN302A

.l̂ f S  I N3 0 2A

100 K

IN302A

4-300

Figure A.10 Magnitude Plotter Circuit 
Most of the error in this plot is contributed by the divider circuit and 
errors due to incorrect frequency setting.
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